
Challenge:
Inaccurate and duplicate identity data 
negatively impacts patient care, billing, 
reporting, and other strategic initiatives.

Solution:
Create a single, comprehensive,  
and accurate record for each patient  
that can be used throughout the enterprise.

rhapsody.health

Rhapsody EMPI: A proven solution for 
enterprise identity data management
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Overview
Rhapsody® EMPI enables healthcare organizations 
to know their patients better. By associating records 
across disparate systems, an EMPI forms a single, 
comprehensive view of each person that can be 
shared upstream and downstream to facilitate 
every person centered initiative from care 
coordination to patient engagement.

Easy integration
Connect EMPI seamlessly to systems across your 
organization using your existing integration engine 
or the leading Rhapsody® Integration Engine.  
The API Toolkit documents connectivity parameters, 
simplifying the integration process.

The EMPI is available as a HITRUST and ISO 27001 
certified managed Software as a Service (SaaS) 
solution hosted on AWS, as an on-premises software 
installation, or in your private AWS or Azure cloud.

Efficiencies
The next-generation Rhapsody EMPI helps improve 
operational, clinical and financial outcomes through 
efficiencies including:

 More rapid integration of person data post M&A

 Automated duplicate record cleanup

 Streamlined patient registration across  
care settings

 Connected digital front door experiences

 Enhanced data quality in support of  
data governance

 Decreased duplicate diagnostic and  
lab procedures
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Ready to learn more about 
Rhapsody EMPI?

How it works
Rhapsody EMPI creates a single, centralized,  
and reliable index of a person’s demographic 
information. It identifies any other potential records 
for that person throughout the ecosystem and 
offers intuitive dashboards and data stewardship 
tools to help make record reconciliation easy.  
It assigns a unique enterprise identifier (EUID) and 
presents an aggregate of the best up-to-date data 
in what’s known as the Single Best Record (SBR).

The Rhapsody EMPI single best record (SBR) serves 
as the source of truth for all connected systems

Rhapsody® Professional Services are among 
the most experienced in the industry. Our 
proven implementation can help ensure  
you’re up and running according to your 
project timeline, in as little as just a few weeks.

Using the EUID as a key, personnel and all other 
internal applications can find, exchange and view 
data in the original context. The EMPI incorporates 
advanced matching algorithms tuned for your 
specific population to understand the slight 
variations in data content, increasing the  
likelihood of finding and resolving a match.

And with Referential Resolution, Rhapsody EMPI 
leverages commercially available evidence to 
automate and support match decisions, making 
data reconciliation faster and more accurate while 
reducing costs.
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